Wizard® Barrell-Aged Manhattan
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF PRODUCTS FU2020

Dilution by stirring with ice
1. prechill an appropriate glass (not provided)

For single serving
A. Chilling the cocktail
1. Add 1/2 cocktail mixture to a handful of ice
2. Stir for 20 seconds

B. Transfer to a glass
1. Strain ice and pour into glass

C. Adding garnish
1. Add preassembled cherry to cocktail

D. Enjoy
1. Sip responsibly

For two servings
A. Chilling the cocktail
1. Add entire cocktail mixture to a handful of ice
2. Stir for 20 seconds

B. Transfer to two glasses
1. Strain ice and aliquot evenly into two appropriate glasses (not provided)

C. Adding garnish
1. Add preassembled cherry to cocktail to each glass

D. Enjoy
1. Sip responsibly

Additional protocol information is available by contacting Andy or Melissa
www.promega.com

ORDERING/TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
If you are having issues with this simple protocol, perhaps don’t let Andy and Melissa know.